
enoline 4

Enoline 4 - Room Temperature
Length: 20.9 in
Width: 7.9 in
Height: 24.9 in
Weight: 55 lbs

All Enomatic™ models are elegantly designed in stainless steel and
are equipped with 1 or 3 customized serving portions.

At a depth of only 8 inches, the Enoline is a self contained system
that can fit on any counter or back bar.

enoline comes in room temperature or refrigerated  to control your
wines’ temperature.

Wine Card Systems
With the use of Enomatic™’s signature
Wine Card system, each unit can
become a self service wine tasting station

Simply by...
 ...inserting a card,
 ...selecting a wine and portion desired,
 ...and pressing a button
 you can serve or taste any wines desired!

The Wine Card  activation provides complete transaction
control on the accessibility of product for waiters or staff and
offers ideal self-service options for customers who can select
and pay for the wines they prefer.

Wine Cards can be customized with your brand or design to
market you establishment or related products.

Wine Card systems require the use of Enowriter or Enosoft
Professional operating software.

Enoline 4 - Refrigerated
Length: 29.5 in
Width: 7.9 in
Height: 24.9 in
Weight: 88 lbs
Electric: 110 volts

enoline 8

Enoline 8 - room temperature
Length: 38.2 in
Width: 7.9 in
Height: 24.9 in
Weight: 100 lbs
Electric: 110 volts

Enomatic™ systems are built with state-of-the-art technology  that
utilizes inert gas (Argon or Nitrogen) to preserve the integrity of a wine
for up to 30 days.

Through minimized piping, Enomatic™ assures only the freshest wine
delivered directly from the bottle with auto-cleaning after each use.

Enoline 8 - refrigerated
Length: 46.9 in
Width: 7.9 in
Height: 24.9 in
Weight: 88 lbs

Operating Software

Vista Compatible

enomodule
Customized 8 bottle units that are assembled on site to create a
continuous line of bottles.

Length: 36.2 in
Width: 7.9 in

Height: 24.9 in
Weight: 64 lbs

Electric: 110 volts

Enomodule was originally conceived for use in large scale retail
wine stores that offer tastes and bottle sales of a myriad of wines.

It can also be used in restaurants, bars, or hospitality environments
where wines are served room temperature.

enomove
Designed to provide completely
mobile wine solutions.

Finally serve customers
preserved quality wines at
events or    table side.

Includes rechargeable batteries
and built-in gas regulator
system.

Refrigeration available.

Built in multiple decors.

Enomove - 8 Bottles
on a Mobile Trolley

Length: 33 in
Width: 20 in
Height: 58 in
Weight: 150 lbs
Electric: 110 volts

This social, wine card
activated unit allows 2
customers to be served
simultaneously.

With digital price displays,
Enoround is the perfect
solution for self serve
wine environments

Room temperature only.

Enoround  - 16 Bottle Circular Kiosk
Top Diameter: 33.5 in

Counter Diameter: 47 in
Height: 64 in

Weight: 231 lbs
Electric: 110 volts

Available in multiple decor
and customized counter tops

Base not included

enoround

Enoline 8 models are equipped with additional bottle positions,
allowing any wine bar or tasting room to market a larger selection of
wines.

Enowriter Software
This card management soft ware allows
users to create deductive wine cards and
technical/service cards for the Enomatic™
system.

Enowriter is a great solution for customers
utilizing smaller systems or already have an
advanced inventory management and POS
systems in place.

Simply create a line item in your POS and
when a customer purchase a card, apply
the desired value on the card.

For additional wine and transaction
management, try Enosoft Professional.

Requires a Client (PC) with Windows XP
Professional or Newer and Internet Access
(not included).

Enomatic™ windows based software was created to effectively manage
your wine cards and wine card system.

Enosoft Professional Software

Alternatively, Enosoft Professional
allows complete system and
management control  by networking
your Enomatic™ models together.

Controlled from a computer
(not included) located near the
system or wirelessly in a back office,
Enosoft allows users to manage wine
cards and active wine inventory, track
customer and staff transactions, and
use consumption based statistics to
assist in target marketing and sales
promotions.

Enosoft also permits the creation of
multiple Wine Card Types including:
deductive User cards and Loyalty
Cards, accumulative VIP and
Restaurant cards, and Technical
Service cards.

The software uses a secured data-
base Enobox server, connected to
the Internet, that provides
sophisticate real-time monitoring and
technical support and updates.
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